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Author’s response to reviews:

Response to reviewer:

The authors have addressed the reviewer's comments appropriately.

Minor comment: table 2, please replace "range" with minimum, maximum as range statistically refers to the difference between max and min.

This has been done.

Please replace "gender" with sex unless you have measured the gender as a social construct, I am assuming you meant the biological sex of the participants and not gender here.

Yes, we meant sex and have replaced this.
At the end of the introduction, please add a feasibility objective for piloting the aid eg to determine acceptability and understanding by participants.

This has been added.

Please add a data analysis section on page 10 before the results as numerical data have been given in the results. This need only state that data were analysed using ?package and presented descriptively using means and standard deviations etc. Were any qualitative methods used?

This as been added.